
 
2020-2021 ENGLISH 9 HONORS 

Summer Assignment 

Mrs. Abbott 

 

 

For your summer novel study, you will read Animal Farm by George Orwell. It is an anti-utopian satire / 

political fable based on real historical events. There are many important lessons to be learned about 

leadership and authority. After you read, choose one of the projects below to complete. 

 

The Honors summer reading project is due August 14th. 

 

Word Collage  

*Write the title of your book in the center of the paper  

* Look through magazines for words, phrases, and sentences that illustrate or tell something about your 

book  

*Think in terms of theme, setting, plot line, and characters  

*You must use a minimum of 50 words/phrases/sentences  

* You must have a minimum of 5 pictures but a maximum of 5 pictures  

* The visual impact of the collage should tell a potential reader a lot about the book   

 

 

Letter Exchange  

* Create a letter exchange between you and a character of your choice  

* Create letters that reflect a summary of specific events as well as self-reflection (summary, motivation, 

character’s feelings, your reactions, feelings, questions…)  

* Letters should summarize what happened in a specific event then reflect on what you or the character 

learned about himself/herself, others, or life in general  

* Minimum of 10, one-page letters  

 

 

Advertisement  

* To show your understanding of a character, go through magazines and newspapers looking for 

advertisements of goods you think your character would like  

* Cut out the pictures, mount them on a poster board  

* Under each picture, write a few catchy lines about why this product would appeal to your character  

* Your board should be a visually attractive/explanatory advertisement collage  

* Minimum of 20 advertisement pieces with a creative heading for your board  

 
 

(see the next page for more options) 



Comic Book  

* Write a comic book version of your book  

* Must be in full color  

* Depict scenes in chronological order  

* Can use a digital comic book creator website or you may hand draw/illustrate  

* Must include word bubbles (or captions) to aid in storytelling  

* Minimum of 10 pages (8 ½ x 11)  

 

Book in a Bag  

* Choose 20 items that represent people, places, events, and other aspects of your book  

* Label these with a tag with a brief description of what they were used for, who used them and why, or 

where they were used and why in the book  

* Your items should tell a story about a person, place, event or some other aspect of your book  

* In block letters, place your book title and your author’s name as well as the date the author originally 

wrote the work on the outside of your brown bag. (Color them in so they stand out)  

* Put these items in a brown paper bag (this should be a grocery-sized bag - Publix has them)  

 

 

Illustrated Timeline  

* Show the chronological events of the story using pictures/captions, maps, characters, and events  

* Use a roll of white or colored paper so your timeline can be stretched out horizontally  

* Must be in full color  

* Can use magazine or other pictures in addition to captions to explain your story  

* Must consist of at least 40 marks on the timeline and accurately depict your storyline  

* Pictures and captions must be included  

* Readers should be able to look at your timeline and easily know the events of the story  

 

Newspaper  

* Create a complete newspaper related directly to the novel (Minimum of 10 8X10 pages). Can be done on 

the computer or by hand. 

* Include the following:  

* Front page with headlines (top stories)  

* Comic section  

* Ads  

* Weather  

* Letter to the Editor  

* Classifieds  

* Any other section you would like to use  

* Must include pictures with stories  

 


